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One could only count on the Imperial Guard and the
detachment of Gerazmatch Aberra, all of whom had done
their service under the Belgian Military Mission. About
five thousand rifles, no more. The rest, some tens of
thousands, were simple Ethiopian warriors who had been
given no military education.
As we had decided on a sudden surprise, only a few
dozen machine-guns were issued. The troops were not to
be overloaded.
Towards midnight the Emperor gave the order of attack.
I slept on the mountain awaiting daybreak.
At five-twenty in the morning, as at the stroke of a magic
wand, the silent chain of mountains woke to a rattle of
rifles and machine-guns.
Thousands of little blue lights burst at every moment
from different points.
The Italian artillery shelled our lines, the Ethiopians
answering at random.
From the blue lights which sparkled behind the Italians
I could judge both the strength and the objective of the
Ethiopian assault.
As the sun rose, the lights became invisible ; but I had
already noted the end of the fusillade on the Italian left
flank in their two fortified camps. The Ethiopians had got
in.
With their habitual thoughtlessness and boastfulness the
men round me cried, " They've driven the Italians out! "
At about eight o'clock three large planes arrived and
began to bomb our rear, while five small planes attacked
our front line with machine-guns.
They flew over our heads with remarkable cairn, almost
grazing the ground and inundating us with bullets.
The Ethiopians had set fire to a little village lying to the
rear on the left flank of the enemy. From far off it looked
like a great torch of fire.
The Italian right kept up an intense fire against the
Ethiopian troops that faced them . . . who were in fact
only a few hundred men meant to divert them.
I saw them clearly in the daylight—motionless grey
bundles in the ditches and behind the bushes. They held a
position just between my mountain and the Italian lines.

